
BenQ TH683(9H.JED77.23E)
TH683 DLP DC3 DMD,1080P,Brightness:3200 AL,High contrast ratio 10,000:1,Football
mode,SmartEco ,7000 hrs lamp life (SmartEco Mode),10W speaker,Noise level:34dB (eco
mode),HDMI 1.4a,3D via HDMI,Brilliant color,color carton

BenQ TH683 with football mode is just the all-in-one projector you need to enjoy home entertainment.
Featuring Full HD resolution with high brightness and contrast ratio,TH683 also offers multi-display for
ultra-smooth connection to keep you enjoying high image quality without worry!

Key Selling Points

Football mode for brilliant audio-visual experience
Native Full HD
High brightness
CinemaMaster audio enhancer
MHL mirror the screen of smart device

Product Features

Football mode brings every player,every goal,every blade of grass to life
When it comes to the big sports event,BenQ believes there's only one way to fully enjoy the beautiful game. Whether your friends are
gathered for a backyard BBQ or in a bright living room watching football,a huge projected Full HD picture with amazing audio can't be beat.
Football sound mode
With football sound mode,you'll hear the announcer's every comment even as you're immersed in the cheering crowd with football sound
mode.
Full HD
Showcase Full HD content in sharp,1080p definition and enjoy Blu-ray,video games and HD broadcasting in beautiful,high-contrast quality
without downscaling or compression.
High brightness
A high-brightness projector ensures you watching image in a relatively bright setting or even with a light-on environment. It is ideal for home
entertainment,because you can watch sport games and movies with your family by seeing their enjoyment on their faces.
Vertical keystone
When the projector is placed off center,the keystone correction feature gives you a wider projector installation flexibility by correcting the
trapezoid effect.
Superior short-throw projection with big-screen enjoyment
Maximize thrills in minimum space with BenQ home projector,that requires small distance to project stunning pictures. Bring big-screen theater
entertainment into whichever room you like.
Intuitive user interface design made smarter
TH683 is made utterly simple to operate with a self-explanatory user interface design,that's easy for anyone to figure out.
USB Type A power supply
You can charge your video streaming dongles or mobile devices through USB Type A power supply,providing sufficient power,while streaming
sports events.
MHL connectivity
With the support of MHL technology,you can stream content from your smartphone or tablet instantly. Simply connect your device via a MHL
cable and watch the flawless mirroring of contents expanded onto the projector screen.
Closed captioning
Display subtitles in video content without the need for an external closed-captioning device with the TH683.
SmartEco technology for a greener environment
Built with this great improvement,the TH683 brings together uncompromised brightness,exquisite picture quality and optimized lamp life
through innovative features.
SmartEco mode
Projector lamp replacement costs make up the big part of the total cost of projector ownership. The SmartEco mode is designed to adjust the
lamp power dynamically by content brightness level to extend projector lamp life significantly. The lamp replacement frequency is also
reduced to lower the replacement costs.
No source detected mode
The automatic switch to EcoBlank mode after the projector is turned on for some time without a display source,eliminating unnecessary
energy waste and prolonging the life of the projector lamp.
Auto power off



Automatic power off after the projector is turned on for some time without a display source,eliminating unnecessary energy waste and
prolonging the life of the projector lamp.
Long-lasting
The incredibly durable micro-mirrors of the DLP chip and the nearly-sealed DLP engine design mean,that BenQ DLP Projectors stand the check
of time without any loss in picture quality. Eliminating dust buildup and heat damage,BenQ projectors shine year after year and look as good
as new with a simple lamp change.
Razor-sharp
BenQ DLP projectors also produces the crisply defined sharpness for crystal clear details and legible text by maximizing the fill ratio of
individual pixels and employing exclusive BenQ SmartEco technology.

Main Specifications

Product Description BenQ TH683 - DLP projector - portable - 3D

Device Type DLP projector - 1080p

3D Capable Yes (3D glasses sold separately)

Brightness 3200 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio 10000:1

Resolution Full HD (1920 x 1080)

Native Aspect Ratio 16:9

Colour Support 1.07 billion colours

Bulb type 210 Watt

Bulb life cycle Up to 3500 hour(s) / up to 7000 hour(s) (economic mode)

Video Input (NTSC,SECAM,PAL)

Video Modes 480p,720p,1080i,1080p,480i,576i,576p

Speakers Speaker(s) - integrated

Power AC 120/230 V (50/60 Hz)

Power Consumption
Operational 270 Watt

Dimensions (WxDxH) 34.624 cm x 21.481 cm x 10.17 cm

Weight 2.65 kg

Extended Specification

General

Device Type DLP projector - 1080p

3D Capable Yes (3D glasses sold separately)

Projector

Brightness 3200 ANSI lumens

Contrast
Ratio 10000:1

Image Size 152 cm - 457 cm

Throw Ratio 1.15 - 1.5:1

Resolution Full HD (1920 x 1080) (native) / 1920 x 1200 (resized)

Native
Aspect Ratio 16:9

Colour
Support 1.07 billion colours

Max Sync
Rate (V x H) 85 Hz x 102 kHz



Bulb type 210 Watt

Bulb life cycle Up to 3500 hour(s) / up to 7000 hour(s) (economic mode)

Controls
&Adjustments Keystone correction

OSD
Languages

Danish,Hindi,Hungarian,Czech,Croatian,Indonesian,Thai,Chinese (traditional),Chinese
(simplified),English,German,French,Italian,Norwegian,Portuguese,Polish,Finnish,Swedish,Russian,Spanish,Dutch,Greek,Turkish,Arabic,Bulgarian,Romanian,Japanese,Korean

Features Closed Caption,Auto Power Off,MHL compliance,SmartEco Mode,Razor-Sharp,Long Lasting,CinemaMaster,Football mode

Lens

Lens Aperture F/2.59-2.87

Zoom Factor 1.3x

Keystone
Correction
Direction

Vertical

Vertical
Keystone
Correction

-40 / +40

Video Input

TV System NTSC,SECAM,PAL

Video
Interfaces VGA,HDMI,MHL

Video Modes 480p,720p,1080i,1080p,480i,576i,576p

Speakers

Type Integrated

Sound Output
Mode Mono

Output Power
/ Channel 10 Watt

Expansion /
Connectivity

Interfaces

1 x VGA input - 15 pin HD D-Sub (HD-15)
1 x HDMI
1 x Mobile High-Definition Link (MHL) / HDMI
1 x audio line-in - mini-phone stereo 3.5 mm
1 x audio line-in - RCA x 2
1 x audio line-out - mini-phone stereo 3.5 mm
1 x serial RS-232 - 9 pin D-Sub (DB-9)
1 x USB - 4 pin mini-USB Type B
1 x USB - 4 pin USB Type A

Miscellaneous

Included
Accessories Wireless remote control

Cables
Included 1 x VGA cable

Power

Power Source A C



Nominal
Voltage AC 120/230 V (50/60 Hz)

Power
Consumption
Operational

270 Watt

Power
Consumption
Stand by

0.5 Watt

Dimensions
&Weight

Width 34.624 cm

Depth 21.481 cm

Height 10.17 cm

Weight 2.65 kg

Environmental
Parameters

Sound
Emission 34 dBA

Sound
Emission
(Economic
Mode)

29 dBA

What's in the box

BenQ TH683
Wireless remote control
VGA cable

Product data is provided by CNET,we do not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the material contained in this data sheet


